Episode 101 – Georgia Carrots

1. What is the location for this segment of America’s Heartland ___________________.
   (city or town)
   ________________________________.
   (state)

2. How many acres of carrots does the Coggins farm grow? ________________________

3. Carrots are the world’s __________________________ most popular vegetable.

4. These farmers believe ___________________________ soils help produce sweet carrots?

5. How do they remove the carrots from the trailer? ________________________________
   Why? ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

6. After the carrots are removed from the trailer they are cooled to what temperature? _____________

7. The optical scanner sorts carrots by ______________________________. The best carrots are
   sold for ______________________________ or ______________________________
   and shipped to ______________________________, ______________________________, 
   or ______________________________.

8. What two states compete with Georgia to produce the most carrots? ________________________
   ____________________________________________
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